Model Validation
Information Sheet

There are a number of standard practices that can be employed to improve model fit to data
(model validation). These have arisen largely due to the use of larger area models to provide
open boundary forcing for smaller regional models. Whilst the large area model may predict
tidal elevations and currents in good agreement with those observed at coastal tide gauges, as
the smaller regional models tend to have higher resolution (and hence better representation of
the bathymetry and coastline) they are likely to contain a different volume than the same region
in the large area model, and they will therefore respond differently to the same tidal forcing. It is
therefore considered reasonable to adjust the tidal forcing extracted from the large model at the
open boundaries of the regional model so the predictions of the latter more accurately represent
the observations. The open boundary tidal forcing may therefore be adjusted by either increasing
or decreasing the imposed tidal constituent amplitude, or by delaying or advancing the imposed
phase (e.g. see Young et al., 2000).
It is important to note that if a large number of tidal constituents are used to force the model to
be validated, the model should be run for a sufficiently long period to separate all the tidal
constituents using standard harmonic analysis techniques.
For example, to separate M2 and N2 the model should be run for at least 29 days. In addition to
adjustments of the boundary forcing, it is common practice to adjust the value of the bottom
friction parameter (within bounds determined by observations). For example, in a threedimensional model with the standard quadratic bottom friction formulation, a bottom friction
coefficient of 0.006 for rough sediments such as coarse sand would be appropriate (e.g. Young et
al, 2000), whilst for fine muds a lower value of 0.00375 would be considered reasonable (e.g.
Aldridge & Davies, 1993). Some models use a variable bottom friction coefficient to more fully
represent the variety of bed forms and composition within the model domain. A fuller discussion
of the dependence of bottom friction on bed form and composition may be found in Soulsby
(1983).
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